
3 in 1 Guide

to Spruce-Up
Your Living Room & 
Your Mood for Spring



I’m SarahRose and I’m an interior designer and a proud Mama Bear of 2 baby boys in Oregon. 

I’m a SAHM starting my adventure as a #mompreneur .  I want to help busy moms, like you, 

create a stylish home that makes moms feel like their best self.

Hello, Mamas!

After a long winter you might be feeling a bit rur-down from your little ones running-a-muck in the 

house all season, and a bit bored with your home decor...  Well, don't throw yourself on the pile of Legos 

just yet-  Design help is on the way!

I always manage to keep my toss pillows looking just so, but have the hardest time keeping 

on top of the usual clean-up of my home.  And don't even ask me about Spring Cleaning! Lol.  

I think we all need some motivation to do things we don't like doing, espeically when we're tired from

taking care of our little ones 24-7.   So, here's my thought: 

Reward yourself for Spring Cleaning with some new accessories for your room (yasssss!)  

This guide is a sure way to spruce up your mood and your living room for Spring! 

Even with your little ones racing trains down the hallway, you’ll still feel refreshed  

looking at your stylish and clean space! 



a toss pillow    +    a lumbar pillow    +    a throw
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I chose these 3 elements for their variation of shape and size.  

A toss pillow is square.  I’d recommend an 18”sq or 20”sq. I prefer the comfort of a 12”x21” rectangle 

lumbar pillow, which is also a common size.  Lastly, a throw can be draped over a sofa in several ways, 

so do which ever way brings your joy. I like to fold mine and drape it over the back cushion, near an 

arm of the sofa.  
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I'm a bit biased towards Option 1, because this is the current layout I have in my home.   I have layered 

a lumbar pillow on top of a throw, and passed the toss pillow on another piece of furniture.  I actually have a

storage bench in my seating area, so my pillow is on a bench instead of a chair, but the concept is the 

importnat thing to take note of.   The sofa is our main piece of furniture fot sitting, so I prefer to have

a lumbar pillow on  sofa with a deep seat depth.  It's given me good back support while I've been nuursing

the year. 

Option 1: 
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IIf you have a large sofa, or maybe utilize your accent chair often, Option 2 may be a good fit for you.

As I mentioned, lumbar pillows are great for lower back support, so if you like to sit in your favorite chair,

keep a good pillow with you.  When the little ones are napping, and I have a few hours to myself, I like to 

layout on my sofa with a large toss pillow to rest my head on.  Sound familiar? I also chose to fold my 

in half, so it covers more of the sofa since the toss pillow is larger.  ,

Option 2: 
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Don't overlook this last scenario, becaue it may be what works best for you and your family1  

Option 3 is a great  because the throw is on your secondary piece of sitting furniture.  If your kids 

are likely to tear the throw off of your sofa each time they jump onto the sofa, it may be a good idea 

to place it somewhere else! Place a toss pillow and a lumbar pillow on your sofa, and place the throw on 

your accent chair (or ottoman, bench, window seat, etc...).  It's much  to arrange 2 pillows on your sofa,

than to repeatedly fold your throw and lay it out  again, right? Keep it simple! 

 ,

Option 3: 
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Here's your HGTV room reveal moment: Stand back and at look at your clean and stylish room.  

(Right? This was the reward for tackling your Spring Cleaning!)  Do you see fresh pops of color 

spread throughout? Do you feel refreshed from the drab winter? Do you feel 

like an awesome mama with a stylish living room?  Then you instituted my 3 in 1 Guide just right!

Whichever option you choose, the goal is to spread your spring color scheme around your room.   

Repetition of a color scheme makes your  soft accents (pillows and throws) feel cohesive and intentional.  

Feel free to mix and match patterns and textures, but make sure your color scheme is easy to see.

An advantage about this 3-piece combination is that you can change your placement whenever 

you need to.  They are small and versatile accents that will work with your family's lifestyle.  Remember to

spruce-up your arrangement when you need to refresh your mood- whether it's Springtime or not!

 ,

How do You Feel Now?



I’m a proud Mama Bear of 2 boys.  Toddler S is almost 3, and Baby ID is turning 1 year old. I can’t 

believe it! I was working as an interior designer at a showroom when my first baby boy decided to join

 the world almost 8 weeks early.  I literally left my job and clients without any notice, except the fact that

 I was super pregnant!  Five months after my first son was born, I started my 2nd blog called ‘

"Decor & Diapers.’'  Those 2 words could not describe my life any better.  I love interior design and 

I change a lot of diapers as a stay-at-home mom (SAHM).  3 months before my second son was born 

I officially got a business license for my interior design business, and completed my first client project.  

Needless to say, my life has been a bit hectic, and a lot wonderful over the last 3 years.  Now, that 

I’m getting a handle on being a mom of 2 boys, I’m ready to put on another hat as a #mompreneur . 

I am so excited for my E-Design business to really take off this year! ,

Hi there, I'm SarahRose~



!

It’s hard to know what life as a mom is like until you’re living it.  Now, I know it takes a lot of energy 

to keep a stylish looking home while constantly cleaning up a tornado of toys (Please tell me I’m not alone! 

Haha).  I want to help you, and other moms, live in a home that makes you a better mom.  I truly believe

 that a well-designed space can enhance your life.  Especially as a SAHM, it’s easy to grow tired of y

our house that is slowly getting swallowed up by toys for your little ones, that you love so much.  I’m here

 to help you love your home again with a fresh look, and give you the extra spark to be a super mom for 

your family.  I understand that design is a luxury, but I also think it is a necessity.  I’m not saying to 

break the bank on new furniture, but it is healthy to make your home a happy place for you to raise a 

happy family.

 ,

#momlife & Your Home



My design philosophy for a mom is to keep it fresh, simple, and personal.  I like to use pastels and neutrals

 on the walls, and use pops of bolder colors in the furniture and accessories.  Even pastels can work as 

a neutral, so don’t worry about cotton candy walls!  I know someone must have told you that babies come

 with a lot of things.  Well, just wait till they get older and keep getting presents from their generous 

grandparents.  My designs have more than the essentials, but I don’t include an accessory or artwork 

to cover every surface in your home.  As a mom with 2 little ones, I’m learning that a more simple design

 shines through the clutter of their colorful toys.  Your home will feel plenty full without an accessory on 

every accent table, trust me.  I think a good designer sincerely designs with their client in mind.  I want 

your space to resonate with you, and feel like a room in your home, and not a vignette in a showroom.  

I incorporate any special or existing pieces you have into your design, as well as leave room for you to add 

your family photos.

Design philosophy for a family home



Speaking of which, I like to use a variety of vendors for my projects so your home always feels uniquely

 yours.  I also want to support other small business, so I source artwork and soft furnishings on Etsy.  

There is such a plethora of graphic designers and artists out there, the selection is fantastic.  I also 

select items that can be shipped to you, if you can’t imagine yourself going shopping when you’re pregnant 

or with little ones running circles around you.  (BTW- my children are not out of control, but you know 

what I mean!)

Lastly, a contribution from your E-Design Bundle will go towards a non-profit.  I’m looking to make 

a connection with the right organization, but I would love to make a difference in my local community.  

Those in need should also have an inspiring space that gives them the encouragement and support they 

need to make better lives for themselves and their families.

. . . just a little more!



My favorite color has always been Magenta  

From the Golden State to the Windy City, my home is now in Portlandia

I will always be a band geek at heart  

A fork is a must when I eat a muffin

I still listen to CDs in my car

Musicals are the best medicine

My sorority sisters are more like my real sisters

My favorite singers are Alanis Morissette, Tori Amos and Ani DiFranco

I enjoy deleting pins from my Pinterest Boards more than adding to them 

My wardrobe evolution:  rainbows to earth tones, and now pastels with neutrals

I earned my BA in History at UC Santa Cruz, my Certificate in Interior Design from 

     UCLA Extension, and my Masters of Interior Architecture from Cal Poly

I am completely in love with my incredible Hubby and my sons, Toddler S and Baby ID

A snapshot of me?



decoranddiapers.com

 ,

Stay in touch with me, Mama!!


